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“Everyone is new to something, how you develop yourself day by day is the question.”

Department of CSE has organized a fresher’s party in the event of “NOVATO FIESTA 2K18”.
Student of third year organized this event for second year on welcoming their junior’s to the
department of CSE. Fresher’s party is all about making the best start to the new academic year.
A time to create everlasting relationships with each other. The event is an indication of union
among the students.
Dr.VSK Reddy, Principal has motivated the students to develop their skills and advised to be
discipline inside the campus. Sir congratulated the students for a wonderful decoration in
auditorium also he stated that, the decoration will remain for other department celebrations too.
Dr.Murali Krishna, Dean has appreciated third year students for initiating the event. He also
blessed the students to shine both in academics and in life.
Prof. K Kailasa Rao, Director of CSE and Dean Placements advised students to develop their
programming skills and also shared his experience on placement activity. He also insists to
prepare themselves for placement in their upcoming year.
Dr. D Sujatha, HOD-CSE has appreciated the students for organizing the event and also
thanked our Principal Sir for accepting this celebration.
All the dignitaries came forward for lightning the lamp which is followed by an invocation song
by the students. Event has started with a welcome dance where the girls of CSE Ms.Hanisha and
Ms.Nikitha had danced for a devotional song.
Third year student played a Skit on a message of “SAY NO TO RAGGING” which was carrying
a message and comic that grabs audience attention.
Rose event is the one which creates enthusiastic among second year students. Where the titled
Mr&Ms Rose is won by Mr.Abhilash, Ms.Yoshika.
With pulsating ambience, flashing lights and foot tapping music, the party began with a blast.
The excitement augmented to a joyful high when the Students exploit the stage by their stunning
and energetic dance performance. Where the titled Mr&Ms Dancer is won by
Mr.Srikar,Ms.Likitha. Also the event of Mr&Mrs NOVATO was won by Mr.Saikiran,Ms.sravya
and Mr&Mrs Active was won by Mr.Rahul,Ms.Shadan
Finally the students thank our Principal Dr.VSK Reddy Sir and HOD Dr. D Sujatha Madam
for giving this wonderful opportunity and make their presence and gracing the occasion, Also
thanked all the students and faculty member for making this event a grand success.

